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Creating Yours

Two containers - whatever size suits your needs 
Objects to move between your containers - whatever strikes
your fancy
The ability to move the objects every time you complete the
habit loop

You Will Need:

How It Works:

Lots of research has taught us that our entire lives are made of habits, some
good, some bad. Our brains do not distinguish the two, they simply are.
Everything from brushing your teeth, driving a car, or biting our fingernails is
a habit that has manifested itself in our lives. Creating new habits that are
healthy and constructive can seem daunting, but simply choosing one habit
to work on, leads to more habits being formed in a positive way. What's the
harm in trying? I encourage you to try, especially if you are skeptical. For
illustrative purposes, I have chosen making the bed as my new habit.

In 2012 Charles Duhigg wrote a marvelous book called,  The Power of Habit:
why we do what we do in life and business. You can visit his website here and
purchase his book or head to the local library. In his book, countless
examples are given of research that breaks down habits and proves that they
are some of the most basic building blocks or our lives. Duhigg breaks habits
into three steps cue, routine, reward. I thought of them as stimulus, pattern,
and reward in my own head as it applies to using Habit Stones.

Identify a pattern you wish to create.

Understanding the habit loop.
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Creating Yours

How It Works:
Understanding the habit loop.

     a.Stimulus - a visual trigger sticks out from our normal surroundings,
causing our minds to identify a new part of our environment causing us to
start a new habit.
    b.Pattern - perform with the new pattern that I have decided to implement
- making the bed. Every time I register seeing my Habit Stones, I pause and
quickly make my bed. This action will take under 1 minute, but has a
profound impact on my day. The bed looks nice and I usually pick up some
dirty laundry around the bed, instantly making my resting spot easier to
manage and enjoy
    c.Reward - Our brains do not need large rewards to help cement new
habits, simply moving one stone to the next jar and watching as the jars shift
their loads, gives us a little pick me up.  

Perform the habit.
It takes some getting used to a new routine. We have to notice the Habit
Stones, take and make the time to perform the new action we wish to make
into a habit, and give ourselves a quick reward, but it is well worth the effort.
Some people are able to create lasting habits in a manner of days and others
it takes much longer.

Repeat.
Soon, once the habit is cemented itself, we won't need to see the habit stones
to make our bed, it has become habit. Then, a new habit can be formed and
the process repeated.
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Creating Yours

How It Works:
Pass on the habit.

Getting others to form habits with your new found knowledge can be tough,
but helping others see how easy it can be, is a reward all on its own.

If there ever comes a time where you fall out of a habit, which can happen,
simply use the stones again, you will find it easier to pick the habit back up
again and replace it with a more productive pattern.

Brushing up.

Looking for other resources?  
Check out Shannon Townsend Coaching

I would love to know how this little tool has made a
huge impact on your life.  Little steps create 

share yours on the blog that started it all.

MASSIVE MOVEMENT
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